ROCHESTER SCHOOL
FOR THE DEAF (RSD)
FAST FACTS
• RSD currently supports 128 students
from nearly 40 school districts in 15
counties.
• In 2016-2017, RSD’s “Signs for All”
community ASL classes enrolled
536 students.

BOTTOM LEFT: The 2017 RSD Varsity Soccer Team received accolades as the National Deaf
Interascholastic Athletic Association 8-Man Team of-the-Year. BOTTOM CENTER: RSD students and staff
look forward to their annual Hour of Code Day which celebrates computer science and STEM-related
school subjects. BOTTOM RIGHT: In RSD Early Childhood Programs, a strong visual language foundation
can ensure a child’s optimal intellectual, social and emotional development, and academic success.

A student experience
Learning is more than collecting facts, figures and explanations. Interactions with
peers and surroundings provide a stream of
input that shapes young minds and self-perception. For a deaf student, this collective
experience is vastly different from his or her
hearing-capable peers.
Mainstream schools do provide support
resources, but the reality is the experience
of a deaf student is different. For deaf or
hard-of-hearing students at a traditional
school, learning and peer conversations are
channeled through an interpreter. Over
time, this can have a negative effect on the
student.
Bonnie and Mark Benjamin are hearing
parents of Dylan, who is hard of hearing. When Dylan started his schooling at a
mainstream school in Waterloo, New York,
he viewed his hearing cohorts as different.
As his awareness matured, his perspective
shifted toward seeing himself as the one
who is different.
Bonnie recalls Dylan consistently being
pulled out of class for education and having

an interpreter nearby. He didn’t like it and
wished he wasn’t deaf.
Dylan was initially reluctant to attend
RSD, but he adjusted quickly. He thrived
in basketball, attended conferences and
received numerous awards for academics and sports along with scholarships. In
2017, Dylan graduated as Valedictorian
and is now attending Gallaudet.
What effect has RSD had on the youth's
viewpoint on his deafness?
“He owns it,” Bonnie says.
Ron and Julia Rood are both deaf
and have three children — Bode, Cayne
and Ryleigh — enrolled at RSD. Their
other child, Jaron, graduated in 2013 and
attended Gallaudet University. When Ron
was in high school he attempted the mainstream program during his junior year. In
the second quarter his high marks plummeted to failing because his interpreter
was not reliable.
“This is never an issue at RSD because
direct communication is available without
barriers,” Julia says.
Although they live nearby, the Roods

• In the last 10 years, an average of 63
percent of all RSD high school graduates went to college.
• The RSD daily attendance rate is
more than 90 percent.
• Portions of the motion picture “The
Hammer,” based on the true-life
story of Matt Hammil, a three-time
NCAA wrestling champion and former UFC fighter, and who is deaf,
were filmed at RSD.

are taking advantage of the residential program where students live in dorms Monday
through Friday. Tutoring services are available, varsity sports participation becomes
easier and students can socialize with each
other without any language barriers.
Kaitlin and Kristoffer Whitney are
hearing parents of two RSD students. The
biggest attraction for them is RSD’s support of children from birth.
“From the day our son attended, his language exploded,” Kaitlin says. “He went
from being the only deaf kid in a mainstream program to being in a room with
true peers. His entire behavior changed.”
When the Whitney’s daughter was identified shortly after birth as hard of hearing,
they were not worried, knowing she’d be in
great hands with RSD.
“RSD supports us as a family,” Kaitlin
says. “I can’t imagine a better place to put
our kids.”
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